MALAWI
Q3 2019 PREPAREDNESS

25 STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGED

36% GOVERNMENT
32% NGOs
20% UN ORGANISATIONS
8% RED CROSS / RED CRESCENT
4% NGOs
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CYCLONE AND FLOOD
DROUGHT

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

PREPAREDNESS PROJECTS BEGINS IN-COUNTRY
BILATERAL DISCUSSIONS AND FACT-FINDING WITH PARTNER ORGANISATIONS
FIRST NATIONAL LOGISTICS CLUSTER PREPAREDNESS MEETING HELD
INPUTS FROM NATIONAL LOGISTICS CLUSTER STAKEHOLDERS CONSOLIDATED FOR CONTINGENCY PLANNING

LOGCLUSTER.ORG/PREPAREDNESS/MWI19

The Logistics Cluster is led by

German humanitarian assistance
Stiftung Deutschland hilft

USAID FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

WFP World Food Programme

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Cluster staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new, or more complete data becomes available.